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OBJECTIVES

- To provide an interface through which student can appear for examination for objective as well as subjective type questions.
- To provide registration for students done by themselves.
- To not provide facility of copy and paste while attempting the Subjective questions.
- When the student starts the exam the timer will start automatically and show the student how much time is left.
- The questions will be display randomly from question bank.
- Objective answers will be checked automatically by the system from the database.
- For subjective answer manually checking by exam department will take place.
- To provide an interface from where controller will create new Expert and Admin for Examination Department.
- The authority to modify the criteria is provided to the Controller of Examination.
- To facilitate Experts to send a collection of questions in Question Bank.
- The Examination Department will manage the question bank sent by experts.
- To facilitate Examination Department Admin to make schedule and declare Result.